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Abstract—This study investigates how AlGaAs/GaAs thin film solar cells perform under varying global solar spectrum due to the changes of environmental parameters such as the air mass and the atmospheric turbidity. The solar irradiance striking the solar cell is simulated using the spectral irradiance model SMARTS2 (Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine) for clear skies on the site of Setif (Algeria). The results show a reduction in the short circuit current due to increasing atmospheric turbidity, it is 63.09% under global irradiation. However increasing air mass leads to a reduction in the short circuit current of 81.73%. The efficiency decreases with increasing atmospheric turbidity and air mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CRYSTALLINE silicon solar cells have excellent efficiencies, however, according to data presented by the authors on material fluxes and energy consumption there are serious bottlenecks for this technique with respect to future large scale applications both from an economical as well as from an ecological point of view.

The band gap of silicon at about 1.1 eV and its indirect band gap nature, however, result in solar cells with low conversion efficiency [1], [2]. On the contrary, Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is generally the material of choice when choosing a single material system for a space solar cell design. This is because GaAs has optimal bandgap energy for conversion of the solar flux into electrical power [3].

This compound semiconductor could be used to form hetero-structures for example, using lattice-matched GaAlAs and GaAs [4]. In the heterostructure, the wider bandgap GaAlAs is also functioning as an optical window of the solar cells. It is well known that in photovoltaic applications, AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure solar cells yield high efficiency, which results from a wide gap optical window of AlGaAs and a high absorbing effect of GaAs due to its direct band gap property at 1.4 eV [5]. Multi junction solar cells have been shown to make the most efficient use of the solar spectrum [6].

There has been an upsurge of interest in developing GaInP/GaAs solar cells for space and terrestrial applications because of their high conversion efficiency. Triple junction solar cells (3JSC) consisting of lattice matched InGaP (1.9eV) / GaAs (1.43eV) / Ge(0.67eV) with conversion efficiencies of 32% [7]. Thus, the large band gap of GaP makes it a good candidate for the top junction solar cell [8], [9].

The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of changes in spectral distribution of global irradiation due to the variation of atmospheric parameters such as air mass and turbidity on the performance of (n- AlGaAs/p-GaAs) solar cells. The global solar irradiance striking a (n- AlGaAs/p-GaAs) solar cell is estimated using the spectral irradiance model for clear skies SMARTS2. The variation of the common performance namely short circuit current, fill factor, open circuit voltage, and efficiency are shown and discussed.

II. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

A. The SMARTS Model

Accurate predictions of incident solar radiation are necessary in many different disciplines, not just solar energy applications. Even though it is relatively easy to evaluate irradiances with appropriate broadband radiation models, spectral models provide considerably more flexibility, and normally better accuracy because of the more physical nature of their modeling. In many spectrum-dependent applications, they even are the only resource. A number of spectral radiative models have been described or used in the literature, and some of them are reviewed elsewhere [10]-[12].

The SMARTS2 (Simple Model of Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine) model was developed by Gueymard [13]-[15] is based upon an extensive revision of the algorithms used to calculate direct, diffuse and global radiation models, and consists of a separate parameterization of the different extinction processes involved in the atmosphere. This model, more accurate transmittance functions for all atmospheric extinction processes are introduced as well as temperature and humidity effects. SMARTS2 is used to generate the global component solar spectra for the site of Setif (Algeria) (36.18°N, 5.41°E and 1081m).

B. Cell Parameters Calculation

The short circuit current density Jsc of a device is directly related to the irradiation can be calculated as:

$$J_{sc} = \int_{\lambda} E(\lambda) \cdot SR(\lambda) \, d\lambda$$  

(1)

where $E(\lambda)$ is the energy of the incident light and $SR(\lambda)$ is the spectral response at the given wavelength. This implies a linear relationship with irradiation. The temperature variation
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is device and technology dependent, mainly on the magnitude of the band gap and the device specific spectral response. FF is the fill factor and is determined as [18]:

\[ FF = \frac{V_{oc}}{V_{oc} + 0.72} \ln \left( \frac{V_{oc}}{0.72} \right) \]

where

\[ V_{oc} = \frac{V_{oc}}{n \left( \frac{kT}{q} \right)} \]

The open circuit voltage is calculated using:

\[ V_{oc} = n \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_{ph}}{I_s} + 1 \right) \]

The ideality factor \( n \), and the saturation current, \( I_s \), are computed from the \( I-V \) characteristics using the modified analytical five-point method [19]. The fill factor and the conversion efficiency of the solar cell are linked through:

\[ \eta = FF \frac{V_{oc}}{P_i} \]

where \( I_{sc} \) is the short circuit current, \( S \) is the solar cell area, and \( P_i \) is the total irradiance in W/m² and is given by:

\[ P_i = \int_0^{\infty} E(\lambda) \, d\lambda \]

with \( E(\lambda) \) is the spectral irradiance. The \( I_{sc}, V_{oc} \) and \( FF \) all depend on the irradiance, incident spectrum and stabilized state. The short-circuit current is mainly affected by the spectrum.

Fig. 1 shows the measured spectral response of the n-AlGaAs/p-GaAs solar cells considered in this work.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Air Mass Effect

The amount of atmosphere (air thickness) traversed by a sunray as it travels from the top of the atmosphere to a point on the Earth's surface is often called the air mass. The longer the path through the atmosphere, the greater the air mass encountered by the sunray, and the greater the attenuation. Since there are no gases or aerosols in space between the Sun and the top of the Earth's atmosphere, the air mass at the top of the atmosphere is zero (AM0). When the sun angle is 90°, the air mass from the top of the atmosphere is defined as having a value of one (AM1). The air mass along any path from the top of the atmosphere to the Earth's surface is approximately related to the sun angle.

Fig. 2 Global solar irradiance as function of wavelength for different values of air mass at Setif

Fig. 3 Efficiency as function of air mass under global irradiance

The global spectral irradiance as a function of wavelength for different values of air mass at Setif (36.18°N, 5.41°E and 1081m) is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure an increase in air mass reduces global solar irradiance. The short circuit current...
decreases with increasing air mass, this reduction is 81.73% when the air mass increases from AM = 1.031 to AM = 4.341. The efficiency decreases with increasing air mass. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

B. Turbidity Effect

Atmospheric turbidity is an important parameter for assessing the air pollution in local areas, as well as being the main parameter controlling the attenuation of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface under cloudless sky conditions. Atmospheric turbidity is a measure of the opacity of the atmosphere, and is defined as the effect of aerosols, through their total optical depth, in reducing the transmission of direct solar radiation to the surface below that through a purely molecular atmosphere. Turbidity affects longer wavelengths using more than Rayleigh scattering, it is used to quantify the attenuation by aerosols that is responsible for increasing diffuse solar radiation as well as responsible for changing the spectral composition. Fig. 4 shows the global spectral irradiance as a function of wavelength for different values of turbidity at Setif. Increasing turbidity decreases the global solar spectrum at wavelengths with high photon energy. Naturally greater turbidity results in higher amount of global radiation.

![Fig. 4 Global solar irradiance as function of wavelength for different values of Turbidity at Setif](image)

Fig. 5 shows the influence of the atmospheric turbidity on the efficiency of the solar cell under global solar irradiance. The efficiency decreases with increasing turbidity, so that the output current is decreased. The increase in the short circuit current due to increasing turbidity is 63.09% when the turbidity increases from 0.1 to 0.40.

The variation of the short current, open circuit voltage, fill factor and efficiency as function of the air mass and turbidity are illustrated in Table I.

IV. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this work was to know how (n-AlGaAs/p-GaAs) solar cells perform under possible global solar spectrum variations due to the variation of the air mass, and turbidity using the spectral irradiance model SMARTS2 (Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine) for clear skies on the site of Setif (Algeria). The results show that the short circuit current decreases with increasing turbidity and air mass. The efficiency decreases with increasing air mass and turbidity. From this analysis, we conclude that the air mass and the turbidity have a significant influence on the overall performance of the examined solar cells.

![Fig. 5 Efficiency as function of turbidity under global irradiance](image)

Table I: Effect of Atmospheric Parameters on AlGaAs/GaAs Solar Cells Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Parameters</th>
<th>Jsc (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>Voc (V)</th>
<th>FF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity: 0.1</td>
<td>33.1430</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
<td>0.6907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity: 0.2</td>
<td>31.0161</td>
<td>0.7483</td>
<td>0.6894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity: 0.3</td>
<td>27.9386</td>
<td>0.7403</td>
<td>0.6873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity: 0.4</td>
<td>23.0008</td>
<td>0.7255</td>
<td>0.6833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Mass: 1.031</td>
<td>33.1430</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
<td>0.6907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Mass: 1.058</td>
<td>32.2103</td>
<td>0.7512</td>
<td>0.6902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Mass: 1.148</td>
<td>29.4460</td>
<td>0.7443</td>
<td>0.6884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Mass: 1.327</td>
<td>25.0267</td>
<td>0.7319</td>
<td>0.6851</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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